Jalios Workplace
Optimize your use of Microsoft 365
within a complete Digital Workplace
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Social Intranet
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Custom mobile app
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Single point of access
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Custom dashboard
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to strengthen both employer
branding and employee
engagement through crossfunctional internal communication

to create and maintain the
link with all employees in the
field and remotely

to all Microsoft 365 and
business applications based on
your profile

with all the information you need
to save time and be more
efficient on a daily basis

Content & knowledge
management to aggregate,
collaborate and capitalise in the
long run in a consistent way

Efficient together

Jalios Workplace

With Jalios Workplace, make communication and
collaboration more efficient and sustainable.
The Intranet becomes the single point of access to :
Facilitate access to both Microsoft 365 and business
applications that are used on a daily basis.
Streamline the user experience by aggregating and
contextualising information from Microsoft 365 and other
systems (EDM, HRIS, CRM, ERP, etc.)
Extend your possibiliies with more functionalities on top
of Microsoft 365 (web and mobile portal composition,
collaborative curating, digital learning, collaborative FAQ,
idea box, etc.)

Your key asset to deploy Microsoft 365
and get the most out of it !
Microsoft 365 redesigns the digital
environment of your employees.
Make the most of it and go further with
an open, custom and scalable Digital
Workplace.

A Digital Workplace for everyone
Jalios Workplace adapts to your uses and your digital
transformation strategy.
Top 5 : Why did the Indigo Group and
MAIF choose Jalios for their Digital
Workplace with Microsoft 365?
1. Rapid deployment
2. Business application integration
3. Fully custom solution
4. Customised user experience
5. Mobile application

Orchestrate your use of Microsoft 365 and
work together efficiently thanks to
with the Jalios Digital Workplace :
Promote news in profiled web and
mobile portals
Organise your Microsoft 365 and
business application launcher
Find in one place all your OneDrive,
SharePoint and Teams documents
Integrate your business processes and
specificities
Reduce your emails by processing
information directly in the Digital
Workplace
Socialise and capitalise on all your
content: news, documents, events,
wikis, etc.

Together creating your Digital Workplace
Jalios is the leading French publisher of Intranet and Digital Workplace solutions, both Cloud and OnPremise, and supports its customers' digital strategy to make their organisation more efficient and the
work of everyone more fulfilling. Its all-in-one, modular solution meets the needs of numerous
organisations, from SMEs to large accounts, in the public, private and associative sectors, such as the
Caisse des Dépôts, SFR Business, Keolis, La Redoute, Système U, the Ministry of Labour, the Ministry of
Solidarity and Health, MACIF, the Yves Rocher Group, and numerous towns, departments and regions.

58, rue Pottier, 78150 Le Chesnay
France
Tél: +33 (0)1 39 23 92 80
info@jalios.com
www.jalios.com

